Cunty Love Essence
Key words for this Essence

Sacred ~ Sexual ~ Holy ~ Ancient ~ Cunt
Witch ~ Love ~ Forgiveness ~ Surrender ~ Trust ~ Remember
This potent blend honours the ancient origins of the word Cunt, meaning
Queen, Priestess, Midwife, Witch. It connects sexualy to the whole of the
genitalia rather than single parts. Cunt relates to the gateway of life itself!
More information can be found on the origins of the word at
www.cherishthecunt.com
Ancient powerful plant energies such as Mugwort and Yew are guardians of
the gateway to other realms, supporting inner journey work in a safe,
protected way. Yew offers spiritual insights into our patterns, past and
present, and connects us with the ancestors. This wisdom and knowing
guides us, providing support and direction for our path, and selfactualisation. Mugwort essence increases joy and serenity, helping to free
emotional blocks, whilst supporting clear personal boundaries. Mugwort
also creates strong links with universal energy.
Omphalos, meaning the cunt of the Earth Mother is an environmental
essence made at Swayambunath, a stupa in Nepal. It directly plugs us in
to the portal of the earth womb. The energy brings joy, exuberance and
invigorating vitality. It supports a sense of being fully grounded and
present.
Wisteria is useful for any one feeling awkard, numb, uncomfortable or
uptight about their sexuality. Great for those who are tense or are fearful
of intimacy. It helps enhance sexual enjoyment, openness and gentleness.
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Lunar Red Campion is specific for ancestoral wounds associated with
persecution, and past life torture for holding earth wisdom or cyclical
birthing knowledge. This energy is effective for any abusive past life
karmic wounding.
Blessing Quartz reawakens the link between all the key energy centres in a
woman, aligning to the Sacred and Holy Feminine energy by drawing
energy from the moon through the crown, into the heart, through the
womb and down into the earth. This actively connects women to their
wombs, their core creative centre, helping to resolve past hurt and
imbalances. The purity and grace that can be felt from this essence feels
blissful and loving.
Crack Willow increases communication with the Higher Self by stimulating
the functions of the throat chakra. The throat and womb chakras are
connected and the vocal chords and the cervix are quite similar
anatomically! The essence helps increase mental flexibility, enabling an
improved contentment to let things be, for things to happen in their own
good time, to let go, to relax. Crack Willow essence can be used to
stimulate and awaken physical vitality.
Heartsong helps with issues of the heart and trust.
It encourages
fearlessness and honesty and hope. It helps clear fear, hurt, dejection and
brings courage to break delusions.
Davana oil interacts with the user in the most intriguing manner. It is like
a mirror that reflects the unfathomable depth of each individual's own soul
and when worn on the skin, Davana smells different on each person. It
encourages recognition of the true self, improves self-image and helps to
let go of anxiety and fear.
Flying oil traditionally came from mysterious poisonous plants and is
responsible for the image of witches flying on broomsticks. This blend is
as close as legally possible with out any of the toxic plants. It is potent
and supports astral travel, lucid dreaming and inner journey work.
Juniper oil is an effective protector and is considered a guardian of the
threshold, so helps create security in altered states.
Neroli is romantic and playful, sensuous and teasing. It is one of the most
popular aphrodisiac scents. It opens and attunes the heart chakra to the
vibration of love. Ylang Ylang dispels fear and apprehension and can help
gain a sense of self-confidence. It is deeply sensual and erotic and is an
ideal oil for tantric rituals and sex magic.
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